KYUSHU UNIVERSITY  Ito Campus
● Shiiki Hall  ● iPCNER Hall  ● Research Facilities for Co-Evolutional Social Systems
● INAMORI Hall

744 Motooka, Nishi-ku, Fukuoka, 819-0395, JAPAN

★ From Fukuoka Airport
Fukuoka Airport → (Subway Kuko Line) → Meinohama Station (※1 Transfer JR Chikuhi Line) → Kyudai-Gakkentoshi Station → ※2 Showa Bus (via Susenji or Yokohamanishi or Gakuen) → Ito Campus

★ From Hakata or Tenjin Station
By subway
Hakata Station (Subway Kuko Line) → Tenjin → Meinohama (※1 Transfer JR Chikuhi Line) → Kyudai-Gakkentoshi Station → ※2 Showa Bus (via Susenji or Yokohamanishi or Gakuen) → Ito Campus
※1 Alternatively, board a train bound for Nishikaratsu or Chikuzen-Maebaru, which eliminates the need to transfer at Meinohama Station.
※2 For West zone → bus stop No.3
   Get off at the bus stop "Big Orange Mae" → Inamori or iPCNER or (Research Facilities for Co-Evolutional Social Systems)
   Get off at the bus stop "Kyudai Rigakubumae (School of Science)" → Inamori
※2 For East zone → bus stop No.4
   Get off at the bus stop “Center of library” → iPCNER or Research Facilities for Co-Evolutional Social Systems
By bus
Bus stop of Hakata StationA (Nishitetsu Bus for Kyudai Ito Campus) → Bus stop of Solaria Stage → ※3 Ito Campus
※3 Get off at the bus stop "Big Orange Mae" → Inamori or iPCNER or Research Facilities for Co-Evolutional Social Systems
   Get off at the bus stop “Kyudai Rigakubumae (School of Science)” → Inamori